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Abstract: The effect of time-lag (or thermal-lag) – where thermal mass and ground coupling provide 
dampening effects that reduce the amplitude of temperature variations – is often used as a way to justify 
masonry construction technologies in hot/humid climates. Structures with mass walls are thermally more 
stable than those with lightweight walls because thermal mass diminishes the effects of both high and low 
temperatures. This paper questions the value of mass construction technologies in hot/humid climates. A 
series of test modules were constructed from both lightweight and mass materials with a series of internal 
temperature measurements recorded over an extended period of time. Analysis shows that in hot/humid 
climates the thermal comfort advantages associated with mass construction are particular to a short period 
of the day in specific conditions and are on the whole negligible. It finds that additional factors such as 
ground coupling, ventilation and the presence or absence of shade play a more significant role determining 
temperature variations. The paper suggests that lightweight construction offers additional advantages over 
mass construction and concludes by suggesting that internal temperature fluctuations within lightweight 
and mass modules are more closely linked to factors other than thermal mass. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Koenigsberger et al introduced the notion of time-lag in the text Manual of Tropical Housing and Building (1974) and 
describes it as the period between peak outdoor temperatures and peak indoor temperatures. Anderson’s seminal text 
Solar Energy: Fundamentals in Building Design (1977) plots the temperatures inside both lightweight and mass buildings 
against time and reveals temperature gradients fluctuating according to time. His model suggests that temperatures 
inside lightweight buildings are sometimes higher than temperatures inside mass buildings and his rationale is that 
lightweight buildings respond more rapidly to changes in outdoor temperatures while mass buildings tend to maintain 
their temperature over a longer period of time. The moderate temperature profile generated within mass buildings comes 
about because thermal mass and ground coupling provide both dampening and time-lag effects which reduce the 
amplitude of the temperature variations and delay their effects by several hours. 

Source: (Adapted by the author from Anderson 1977) 
Figure 1: A comparison of temperatures within lightweight and mass buildings 
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This paper compares the internal temperatures within a series of test modules. The test modules have been built to test 
both lightweight and mass construction technologies, ground coupling or non-ground coupling, the effect of openings that 
enable cross-ventilation, and exposed or shaded locations. It seeks to clarify results derived from forty interviews 
conducted by the author between 2000 and 2005. These interviews were conducted in a hot/humid climate in rural 
Thailand and the results suggest Anderson’s model might not hold true in all conditions and locations. No hard data 
emerged from this set of interviews – the questions were specifically focussed on resident’s experiences and attitudes to 
the housing culture. However there were many instances where the interviewees talked of their discomfort inside the 
newer masonry houses and there were repeated suggestions that lightweight timber houses were generally cooler.  

A more closely controlled research study has been initiated to triangulate the results derived from interviews. (de Dear 
2004) argues the case for both the person/environment based approach (which he calls ‘architectural’) coupled with a 
deterministic approach (which he terms ‘engineered’). The interview techniques mentioned above were more closely 
aligned with the ‘architectural’ approach, where the occupants themselves form part of the system being investigated, 
and hence deny researchers the opportunity to derive quantitative data. It is therefore useful to supplement this study 
with data gathered by the ‘engineering’ approach favoured by the early pioneers of thermal comfort researchers such as 
Fanger and outlined in his seminal text Thermal Comfort: Analysis and Applications in Environmental Engineering
(Fanger 1972).  

The author has initiated a controlled study with a methodology derived in part from a study undertaken at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and published as Effect of Envelope Colour and Thermal Mass on Indoor Temperatures in Hot 
Humid Climate (Cheng et al 2005). In Cheng’s study a series of cubic test ‘cells’ – with sides up to 1.5 metres and raised 
0.8 metres – were built on the roof of a seven-storey building with measurements taken to record the impact of the colour 
and wall types on the internal thermal performance of the cells. The effect of envelope colour is not the focus of this 
paper however the effect wall thickness plays on thermal performance is relevant. Cheng compared the thermal 
performance inside the modules and external temperatures were not recorded. This research revealed two significant 
outcomes. Firstly the added thermal mass had the effect of further suppressing the diurnal swing as compared with the 
lightweight cell – there were lower maximum temperatures and higher minimum temperatures – and the diurnal swing 
was halved. This reinforces Anderson’s model described above. Secondly the peak temperature in the mass cell was 
delayed by four hours, which enabled periods of time in the morning when the temperature inside the mass cell would be 
lower than in a lightweight cell. This enables a temperature/time profile to be plotted where it would be possible for 
periods of the day to be cooler inside a mass building – in line with Anderson’s model but at odds with the results 
obtained during the interviews. 

1. RESEARCH STRATEGY 
The project outlined in this paper is similar to Cheng’s as it compares temperature variations inside a series of test 
modules built with both mass and lightweight walls. However it differs from Cheng’s as it tests a series of additional 
variables that might have a bearing on internal temperature. The effects of ground coupling, location and openings are 
also tested. This project uses three types of modules and locates modules in two distinctly different environments. The 
first set of three modules was built on the roof of the Architecture Faculty at Chiang Mai University. The rooftop is 
constructed from concrete and is exposed to sunlight, rain and wind. The second set of three modules was located under 
a series of large trees in the garden to the northwest of the Architecture Building. These modules are well shaded and 
during daylight receive approximately 20% of the sunlight as compared with those on the roof. While a single overarching 
climate surrounds the Architecture Building there are distinct microclimates and the intention here was to test two types 
of environment – one on the roof where the modules are subject to a harsh environment similar to those typically found 
in ‘urban’ areas and the other in a well shaded garden where the modules are more closely related to a ‘rural’ or 
‘forested’ environment. 

Fig. 3: The three test modules in the garden (at left) and the three on the rooftop (at right) 

Six modules were built in all – three sets of modules were constructed in both locations. Each of the six modules were 
built with identical overall dimensions, with the same number and size of openings, the same capacity to open and close 
openings with fibre-cement panels, the same floor and roof materials, and with identically sized overhangs. Hence the 
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overall design of the six modules was in many ways very similar. However the capacity to control differences between 
modules enabled the testing strategy to focus on the effects of the construction technology, the differences between 
open and closed modules, ground coupling and module location. 

Two module types were built with lightweight construction – one was located directly on the ground and the other raised 
600mm high on metal legs to enable air to flow beneath the module. The third was a masonry module located directly on 
the ground. A raised masonry module was not tested because of the technical difficulties associated with constructing a 
masonry module in this particular manner. The lightweight modules were built from 8mm thick fibre-cement board 
produced by Viva Industries and distributed widely in Thailand under the Viva Board brand-name. The masonry module 
was built with the most commonly available 65mm thick hollow core concrete block and sat on a 12mm thick sheet of 
Viva Board placed directly on the ground. All six of the modules (two lightweight on ground, two lightweight raised 
600mm high and two masonry on ground) had the same external dimensions – 1200mm long, 800mm wide and 600mm 
high. Construction and deployment issues helped govern the size of the modules – lightweight panels were cut from 
1200 x 2400mm sheets. To minimize wastage, costs and construction time a particular series of dimensions based on 
600mm, 800mm and 1200mm were chosen. These dimensions also suited the common concrete block size. Lightweight 
modules were constructed in a workshop and were sized so they could be carried through doorways. Masonry modules 
were constructed in-situ with 10mm mortar beds. All modules had the same roof system – a single sheet of 1600mm x 
1200mm Viva Board 8mm thick with 200mm overhangs on all sides. Each module had 400mm wide, 200mm high 
openings located centrally in each of the four sides. These openings operated as ‘windows’ throughout the testing period 
and could be either left fully closed, partially closed or fully open. 

The internal temperatures within the modules were recorded with ‘Tinytag’ temperature loggers programmed to record 
temperature measurements (in degrees celcius) at five-minute intervals over a period of one week. At the end of each 
week’s cycle the logger’s data was downloaded into a computer and the logger reset and relocated. A testing schedule 
was initiated that tested four main sets of variables (Table 1.) with results plotted on a series of graphs. Each pair of 
variables has been tested more than once and in each case the results from one test have been corroborated in the 
second. However for the purposes of this paper only one set has been presented and discussed. This research project is 
still continuing with results that enable the comparisons between the cool and hot seasons still in the process of being 
recorded and not analysed in this paper. However at this early stage some useful comparisons can be drawn. 

Table 1: Four sets of variables 

1. Thermal mass Mass walls 
Concrete block

Lightweight walls 
Viva Board 

2. Ground coupling Module directly on ground Module raised above ground 
600 millimetres 

3. Openings Windows open 
(or partially open) 

Windows closed 

4. Microclimate Exposed environment 
(no shade, hard surfaces) 

Sheltered environment 
(shade, soft surfaces) 

Chiang Mai was selected as the location for this research project for two main reasons. Firstly its climate is more variable 
than many of the cities in Asia with hot/humid climates. It has a distinct hot season around April, a brief but cool season 
around December/January, and a wet season around August/September (Fig. 4). Average maximum daily temperatures 
fluctuate between 29oC in December and 36oC in April. Average minimum daily temperatures fluctuate around 15oC in 
December and 24oC between May and August (World Weather Information Service: 2007). This enables a long-term 
study to take into account the effects of seasonal variety and provides a more complex data set. Secondly other large 
cities, such as Bangkok, have climates that are heavily influenced by the effects of urban pollution that tends to inflate 
both day-time and night-time temperatures. Conversely testing in rural areas with low-pollution levels ignores the effects 
of these urban climates and does not provide data for locations where housing is most needed. Hence Chiang Mai is 
seen as an ideal compromise between a metropolis and provincial town while also offering a distinct set of seasonal 
variety. Unfortunately it is not possible to obtain more detailed official weather records for the specific periods when the 
tests were being run.  

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Thermal mass – Mass and lightweight walls 
Figure 4 compares temperature gradients inside two modules for the period between 12 and 17 January. Both modules 
were located directly in the shaded garden sun with windows open throughout the test period. One module was 
constructed with mass walls while the other was constructed with lightweight walls. The temperature gradients are very 
similar until 11am when the temperature inside the mass module tends to taper off while it continues to climb in the 
lightweight module. The largest difference occurs at 12pm and is typically between 2-3 degrees celcius. After 3pm the 
temperature gradients in the two modules are close to identical until 11am the following day. 
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Mass walls                                 Lightweight walls 

Fig. 4: Comparison between mass and lightweight walls in sheltered location 

Figure 5 compares temperature gradients inside two modules for the period between 29 December and 3 January. Both 
modules were located directly on the roof in direct sun with windows open throughout the test period. One module was 
constructed with mass walls while the other was constructed with lightweight walls. The temperature gradients are very 
similar with the difference never larger than one half a degree celcius. The largest discrepancy occurs in the two hours 
before and after 9pm where the lightweight module records temperatures a fraction of one degree lower than the mass 
module. 

Mass walls                                 Lightweight walls 

Fig. 5: Comparison between mass and lightweight walls in exposed location 
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3.2. Ground coupling – Modules on ground and raised above ground 
Figure 6 compares the effect ground coupling plays on internal temperatures for the period between 26 and 30 January. 
Two modules were tested on the roof of the building – both were built with lightweight walls and both had the windows 
open throughout the test period. One module was built with ground coupling (attached to the concrete slab) while the 
other was raised 600 millimetres on a set of four steel posts. Again the gradients follow a similar curve and daytime 
temperatures in each module were almost identical. However the raised module showed lower internal temperatures, 
averaging one degree, in the early morning hours between midnight and 8am. 

Module on ground                     Module raised 

Period with cool northern winds

Fig. 6: Comparison between modules built on ground and raised above ground

3.3. Openings – Windows open and closed
Figure 7 compares temperature gradients inside mass and lightweight modules constructed directly on the roof of a
building. It covers period between 31 December and 6 January. Half way during this period (8am on 3 January) the
windows were closed. During the time the windows were open temperature gradients in both modules were close to
identical. However when the windows were closed the lightweight module showed higher peak temperatures during the
day – averaging between one and two degrees. In the evening and night the lightweight module recorded lower
temperatures – averaging one degree. Once the windows were closed the average peak temperatures rose 3-4 degrees
in the mass walled module and 4-5 degrees in the lightweight module. The average minimum temperatures remained
comparable although minimum temperatures were slightly higher in the mass module when the windows were closed.

Mass walls    Lightweight walls
Windows open Windows closed
(before 8am 3/1/07)    (after 8am 3/1/07) 

Fig. 7: Comparison between modules with windows open and closed
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3.4. Microclimate – Exposed and sheltered environments 
Figures 8 and 9 compare differences in microclimates – exposed mass walled modules on the concrete roof of the 
architecture building (hard heat absorbing surfaces in direct sunlight) and sheltered mass walled modules in the garden 
setting (soft surfaces shaded with vegetation). Figure 8 compares temperature gradients inside two modules for the 
period between 12 and 17 January. Both were constructed with mass walls directly on the ground and both had windows 
open throughout the test period. The gradients follow a similar curved profile however the module in the sheltered 
environment showed consistently lower internal temperatures ranging from an average seven degrees at midday to an 
average of one degree during the evening, night and early morning. 

Exposed environment                Sheltered environment 

Fig. 8: Comparison between exposed and sheltered environments (mass construction) 

Figure 9 compares temperature gradients inside two modules for the period between 12 and 17 January. Both modules 
were constructed with lightweight walls directly on the ground and both had windows open throughout the test period. 
One was located in the exposed environment while the other was in the sheltered environment. The gradients follow a 
similar curve however the module in the sheltered environment showed consistently lower internal temperatures ranging 
from an average four degrees at midday to an average of one degree during the evening, night and early morning. 

Exposed environment                  Sheltered environment 

Fig. 9: Comparison between exposed and sheltered environments (lightweight construction)
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Five main points emerge from this study. Firstly Figure 4 demonstrates that it is possible to replicate one segment of the 
temperature profile as described in the literature. There is a period between 11am and 3pm when the mass module 
remains cooler than the lightweight module up to 2-3 degrees celcius. However the profile described in Figure 4 departs 
from the model described in the literature because the remaining 20 hours of the day show a very similar profile in both 
the mass and lightweight modules. There is no discernable difference in the two profiles and no indication that the 
minimum daily temperature inside the lightweight module is less than the mass module. 

However Figure 5 reveals a different story altogether with the temperature profiles of the two modules far closer than that 
suggested by the literature. When the modules are in a more exposed environment (on the roof of the building) 
maximum daily temperatures are close to identical with the maximum in the mass module occurring within one hour after 
the maximum recorded in the lightweight module. Overall the difference between the internal temperatures inside the 
mass and lightweight test modules never exceeds one degree celcius. The lowest recorded minimum temperature 
occurs in the lightweight module in the hours between 7pm and midnight. 

Thirdly Figure 6 reveals that a more significant difference is noted when we compare a lightweight module on ground 
with another located above ground. During periods of peak temperature (in the hours before sundown) the temperature 
difference between the module on ground and the raised module was negligible – a small fraction of a degree. However 
during the evening and night a difference of between 1 to 2 degrees becomes apparent. This is due to the effects of 
ground coupling – the module built on the ground retains the heat gained during the day whereas the raised module 
without ground coupling enables air to flow beneath the module to cool the module overnight. 

Fourthly Figure 7 shows that openings in the modules play a significant role determining internal temperatures. In the 
period with open windows both mass and lightweight modules demonstrate very similar temperature profiles with 
maximum daily temperatures close to 31oC and minimums close to 16oC. Once the windows were closed the maximum 
daily temperatures increased 3-5 degrees in the mass module and 5-7 degrees in the lightweight module. Closing the 
windows eliminates cross-ventilation and enables heat loads to build up during the daytime. There is little noticeable 
difference in minimum daily temperatures. This profile shows the great value of cross-ventilation – particularly for 
lightweight modules where peak temperatures can be reduced an average 6 degrees. 

Finally Figures 8 and 9 reveal that modules in environments with more exposure to sunlight and hard surfaces record 
higher peak daytime temperatures than modules exposed to less sunlight and softer surfaces. The hours between 
midday and 6pm record the most significant difference – up to 7 degrees for mass construction and up to 6 degrees for 
lightweight construction during these peak periods. However the difference for minimum daily temperatures is similar in 
both locations and for both construction types. During the evening, night and morning the exposed environment 
produces internal temperatures approximately one degree higher than the sheltered environment.  

In many respects this project has provided more complex results than anticipated. It would be unwise to dismiss 
Anderson’s and Cheng’s models completely as the mass walled modules in shaded conditions demonstrated that mass 
walls can reduce and delay peak indoor temperatures. However in the harsher condition on the roof the time-lag factor is 
minimal – bordering on non-existent – a situation that Anderson’s and Cheng’s models do not accurately predict. Instead 
the key generator of difference is centred on other factors – ground coupling, openings and microclimate – issues not 
addressed by Anderson and Cheng. More forgiving microclimates, good cross-ventilation – both through and under the 
modules – are more likely to reduce internal heat loads than mass wall systems alone. 

4. FURTHER RESEARCH 
To broaden the value of this data it is useful to speculate on its capacity to help model full-scale modules and even 
houses. This paper does not attempt to claim that results obtained by this research strategy would be identical to those 
obtained in a full-scale module or house. More research must be undertaken before it can be claimed that full-scale 
modules or houses with lightweight construction have lower internal temperatures than those with mass walls. Imbabi 
(1991) discusses Buckingham’s PI theorem, and describes a process taking into account a variety of additional factors 
that come to play as the scale is increased. However Imbabi concludes that scale models do offer useful indicators of 
what to expect with full-scale prototypes. 

If the results were to be extrapolated to houses it would suggest that under particular conditions it is possible for houses 
built with mass walls to record lower maximum daily temperatures that fit more closely to human comfort levels than 
identically sized, styled, located and ventilated lightweight houses. This backs up the case for time-lag playing a 
beneficial role moderating high heat loads in specific conditions. However these specific conditions under which this 
reduced heat load is likely to occur is during the daytime. This diminished heat load during the daytime occurs when 
houses are less likely to be occupied as the occupants are at work. Under general conditions it is more than likely that 
lightweight houses will perform equally as well as mass houses. However lightweight construction systems are more 
likely to provide higher levels of comfort over a longer period of time and during the hours the house is most likely to be 
occupied – evenings and during the night. These speculations are useful for designers grappling with the need for 
sustainable low-cost housing in countries with hot/humid climates. They suggest that houses built with lightweight wall 
systems could provide similar, or perhaps improved, thermal performance characteristics. This research also suggests 
that the additional factors tested here – the break from the ground coupling that occurs as interior volumes are lifted 
above ground on stilts, the use of openings to create cross-ventilation, and the careful location of volumes to take 
advantage of less harsh microclimates, all play a significant role reducing internal temperatures.  

Further research that models Buckingham’s PI theorem and/or uses computer simulation software such as TRNSYS 
would compliment data gathered from physical models. However the value of this research is its capacity to identify 
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relevant variables and begin quantifying their effect on thermal comfort. Future studies can then designed to model and 
test these results against full-scale houses.  

CONCLUSION 
Various factors influence internal temperatures within test modules. The phenomena of time-lag is one part of suite of 
factors determining temperature fluctuations This paper demonstrates that under specific conditions mass wall systems 
can diminish high heat loads in hot/humid climates. However mass walled modules located in conditions with high heat 
can perform more poorly than lightweight systems. Furthermore on a day-to-day basis mass modules record lesser heat 
loads for short durations whereas lightweight modules record lesser loads over a longer period. Other factors, including 
ground coupling, capacity for cross-ventilation and the local microclimate have greater impacts on internal temperatures 
within test modules.  
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